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Product marketing is not a new function. Just like sales, accounting, and so on, it’s been around
for decades. The only difference is perception. Ask anyone what a sales rep does, and they’ll tell
you they sell stuff. Ask about product marketers and…you’ll get wildly different answers at best,
blank expressions at worst.Anyone who really knows product marketing understands the
tremendous value it adds to organizations, but not enough people seem to get it, which can
make it notoriously hard for product marketing managers (PMMs) to get the recognition they
deserve.Product Marketing Misunderstood helps you apply the tools of your own trade to your
job—positioning, messaging, research, personas, and more—helping your entire organization
value what you do.Created by the founder of the Product Marketing Alliance, this essential guide
arms you with the tools you need to show colleagues past, present, and future that product
marketing lies at the heart of your company.
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Become an ExpertNoteIntroductionProduct marketing is not a new function. Just like sales,
marketing, customer success, product, accounting, IT, and so on, it’s been around for decades.
The difference between product marketers and their cross-functional colleagues?
Perception.Ask anyone what sales reps do, and they’ll tell you they sell stuff. Ask anyone what
accountants do, and they’ll tell you they’re responsible for financial records. Ask anyone what
product marketers do, and…you’ll get wildly different answers at best, blank expressions at
worst.Anyone who understands product marketing understands the tremendous value it adds to
organizations, but the problem is not enough people seem to get it, and that can make it
notoriously hard for Product Marketing Managers (PMMs) to get the recognition they
deserve.Richard King built the Product Marketing Alliance to elevate the role of product
marketing and address that very point. To double down on our mission, we (Rich King and
Bryony Pearce, CMO) wrote this book to arm you with the tools you need to place yourself at the
very core of your company so colleagues—past, present, and future—know, understand, and
get exactly what you do.Throughout this book, we’ve flipped common product marketing
principles (positioning, messaging, research, personas, and so on) on their head to illustrate
how product marketers plying our own trade can in turn help get ourselves real recognition.By
applying the advice outlined in the following pages, you will position yourself in such a way that
rids you of the one-liners PMMs despise, like:“I know I asked a few times already, but what is it
you do exactly?”“I have this slide deck I’m presenting tomorrow; can you please pretty it
up?”“There’s no time for customer research. Just launch it.”So, let’s start at the beginning, define
product marketing, and get everyone speaking the same language before we dive into the
details.It’s Time to DefineTo ensure alignment, it’s key that you can define product marketing.
You want to be able to set expectations company wide and by department. Then—and only then
—will you be in a position to truly set yourself and your function up for success.In this section of
the book, we will:Look at key definitions.Craft your own definition.Share our “What is product
marketing?” slide deck.What is product marketing?This is a question all product marketers get
asked all the time…but in reality, there’s no set answer. Every product marketer seems to have a
different viewpoint and definition, and that’s because product marketing can differ quite
significantly from company to company. Factors such as growth stage, type of customers (i.e.,
B2B, B2C, B2D), type of product (i.e., physical, SaaS, both), industry, company culture, and



more can all impact how a product marketer goes about their day-to-day.Here’s the PMA
definition:Product marketers are the driving force behind getting products to market—and
keeping them there. Product marketers are the overarching voices of the customer, masterminds
of messaging, enablers of sales, and accelerators of adoption. All at the same time.And here are
a few more definitions from experts in the PMM profession:Marvin Chow, Vice President, Global
Marketing at Google: “The ultimate role of a PMM is to liaise between the product engineers and
the end user. PMMs should be an expert on the user and their needs. Great PMMs champion
the voices of all users and celebrate and elevate diverse perspectives. During the go-to-market
process, PMMs should own the launch plan, working to make the product a reality for all
users.”Anand Akela, Product Marketing Leader at Nutanix: “Product marketing is responsible for
taking a product or solution to market by building the go-to-market strategy and driving its
execution via differentiated product messaging and launches, thought leadership and
awareness, demand-gen support as SME, and sales enablement.”Carol Carpenter, VP of
Product Marketing at Google Cloud: “The role and value of product marketing is to express the
distinct value of our solutions to customers. Expression of value.”Next, we’ll take a look at the
individual areas of responsibility that ladder up to these outcomes.Core responsibilities of a
PMMEvery year, more than two thousand product marketers take part in our State of Product
Marketing report, which provides invaluable insights into what product marketers’ main
responsibilities are and enables us to give an incredibly accurate overview of the product
marketing role as a whole.On the back of these findings, product positioning and messaging
were identified as the core elements of the product marketing role, with 92 percent of people
taking part identifying this as one of their main responsibilities. Managing product launches (79
percent), creating sales collateral (78 percent), and customer and market research (72 percent)
also scored highly.As we touched on a little earlier though, the role varies from industry to
industry, company to company, and product to product, so what’s a priority for someone else
might not necessarily be a priority for you.For one product marketer, creating sales collateral
might make up 60 percent of their job, and for another, it might account for just 25 percent of it.
The stage your company is at will play a huge role in this too. If you’re at a startup, for example,
you’ll probably get stuck with a bit of everything. But as companies start to expand and become
more established, the role is more focused, and you might just be primarily tasked with
overseeing a product’s messaging, or go-to-market strategy, or research, for example. You’ll also
have a lot more subject-matter experts at your disposal at these big organizations, and that
means you might not have to physically create the content marketing assets yourself. It might be
done by a dedicated copywriter, for example, or you might have SEO teams who take care of
your organic strategy, and so on. Who knows what those variances will look like down the line?
But for now, you could say it’s part and parcel with the function.The Product Marketing
FrameworkWhen executed right, product marketing:Represents the voice of the customer—
before, during, and after launch.Clearly articulates a product’s value in a way that resonates with
the market.Drives product adoption and advocacy.And of course, none of this happens by itself.



To say the role of a product marketer is varied would be an understatement, to say the least. In a
previous life, we’re certain PMMs used to be professional jugglers.PMA’s Product Marketing
Framework encapsulates all the moving parts of the product marketing role into one handy
diagram. This framework defines the five fundamental phases of product
marketing:DiscoverStrategizeDefineGet setGrowIf you’re new to product marketing, we really
would recommend familiarizing yourself with the full framework to get a better understanding of
the end-to-end picture. In the meantime, though, here’s a whistle-stop tour of each
layer:Discover: This is the stage in which you gather the info and insight to turn your
assumptions into an educated hypothesis. Customer feedback and sussing out the competition
are just two of the key elements involved—and they’re both product marketing gold
dust.Strategize: Whether it’s product-market fit, your GTM plan, or your pricing, strong product
marketing always comes with a strategy.Define: This is all about identifying your positioning,
messaging, personas, etc. and applying what you garnered from your discovery stage to shape
customer journeys and communications.Get set: Here, it’s time to harness all your hard work
thus far with training, sales enablement sessions, and marketing campaigns so your team is
equipped to take the GTM by the horns and run with it.Grow: This is where your post-launch
process needs to kick in, to ensure your product continues to flourish and evolve in its
market.Before we move on, one final, important thing to note is the shape of the framework. It’s a
circle for a reason: to express the fluidity of the product marketing role. The best-known products
out there aren’t a success by chance; they’re the result of continuous iteration, and that’s why a
PMM’s role is present throughout the product life cycle.If you want to explore the framework in
more depth, head to our hub using the QR code below or this link: .What’s your definition?Now
that we’ve explored our definition and that of other PMMs, take a few minutes to work on your
elevator pitch definition—what is product marketing? Write it below—it can be succinct or all-
encompassing. (As well as defining the role in your definition, try to sum up the value of a
product marketer too.) This exercise will come in handy if you decide to do a company roadshow
and create your own “What is product marketing?” deck—coming later in the book.Breaking
down your definitionAlong with having a standard definition of product marketing, it can be
beneficial to tweak this so that you have several slightly different definitions for the key cross-
functional stakeholders within your company.Think about the five core departments—sales,
customer success, product management, marketing, and engineering. You will provide a
tremendous amount of value to each of these departments, but that value will come in different
forms. So, ask yourself, “How can I demonstrate the value I offer to each of them in a way that
relates and resonates with their own unique needs and objectives?”It’s key that all departments
understand what product marketing does, not just the C-suite. If people don’t understand what
you do, you’ll be marginalized, and you won’t be able to thrive—and neither will they.Take some
time to analyze your current relationships with key departments in your company, and jot down
your definitions for each below. Remember, this definition doesn’t have to resemble the value
you currently add if you’re not being given the autonomy to do so. These definitions should be of



the value you could add if you were set up to do so. The idea is that having and sharing these
segmented definitions will illustrate your impact and open the right doors.My product marketing
definition for sales:My product marketing definition for customer success:My product marketing
definition for product management:My product marketing definition for marketing:My product
marketing definition for engineering:Depending on the size and nature of your organization, you
might also have a direct line of communication with your CEO. Needless to say, securing their
backing will make your life a lot easier.Here’s a great quote from Elizabeth Brigham, former
Head of Product Marketing (Software) at Morningstar, on why product marketing is important.
This is a great excerpt, and we use it a lot. If you’re struggling to get your CEO to understand
some of the fundamental problems PMMs solve, we suggest sharing this, or paraphrasing this,
with them. If you’re planning on doing the product marketing roadshows we mentioned earlier in
the book, those sessions would also be a great time to voice this.There are quotations out there
that say anywhere between 80–90 percent of new businesses fail, whether that’s a startup, new
product line, or new business being launched within an existing company. Some of those reports
went back and asked CEOs or others within the C-suite, well, why do you think you failed?The
number one answer that comes back is product-market fit, and the way I break that down is by
saying, well, you’ve got a product and a lot of people might think this is the cool, new, shiny
thing, and a lot of times what I’ve seen, especially in smaller, more nascent companies, is the
founder or person who built it had that problem and then tries to go find a market. Whereas
product marketing actually assesses the market, what sort of core competencies that
organization already has, and then pulls that empathy and understanding of the market into what
we should go and build. Product marketers fundamentally understand there’s an acute pain
point going on for which people are willing to pay for a solution, and that is truly the value that a
product marketing manager brings to the table.It’s taking down the risk or lowering the risk of
investing a lot of money, whether it’s in people or product development or acquiring something
new, and de-risking that investment.As a product marketer, you already knew this. But if those
around you do not, use this, share it, and help them understand.My product marketing definition
for the CEO:The “What is product marketing?” slide deckNow that you have those definitions, it’s
time to do something with them—it’s no good just understanding what your role is to those
departments; they need to understand it too. To do this, many product marketers adopt a
“roadshow” type approach, whereby they book time with those key teams, deliver a tailored
presentation, and ensure everyone in the room is on the same page when it comes to product
marketing’s deliverables and value.Here’s a slide deck we created for the Product Marketing
Alliance to give you a jumping off point. Of course, these kinds of decks will need to be
hyperpersonalized to your organization setup. Just head to the QR code to get a digital version
you can adapt. Or if you’re reading this book digitally, head to .What PMMs Do and Don’t DoAs
we mentioned earlier, the product marketing role does vary greatly from one company to the
next, but it can be helpful to consider some DOs and DON’Ts.Duong Tran, Marketing Manager
at RBC Ventures, is a full-stack digital and product marketer, skilled in both high-level strategic



planning and hands-on tactical execution. His DOs are:I need to become best friends with the
product team.I should strive to be involved as early as possible.I must understand the market
and talk to customers.I ought to own and surface the narrative of any new products/features.And
his DON’Ts are:I shouldn’t consult with the ones building the products (Dev/Ops).I don’t ever
want to launch a product with no clear metrics/KPIs.Never ignore what happens after post-
launch.Don’t let go—I must drive the decisions.Never be confined to one specific task—PMMs
should be fluid and wear multiple hats.Take a few minutes to consider your own DOs and DON’T.
Writing them down can help you remain focused and will helpfully perfect the art of saying no (a
topic we’ll discuss later in the book).My DOs:My DON’Ts:Now that you’ve got your slide deck,
you know what product marketers do and don’t do, and you’ve got your definitions, nothing is
stopping you from confidently delivering your own company tour.Next, we’ll go back in time a bit
and explore the evolution of the product marketing role.The Past, the Present, and the
FutureThere has never been a better time to be a product marketer. The product marketing role
is on an aggressive upward trajectory, and many are now saying PMMs are primed to be the
best chief marketing officers, chief strategy officers, and even chief executive officers. Not a bad
career path, eh?In this section of the book, we will:Delve into the history of product
marketing.Look at predictions for the future.Demonstrate how important it is to show people your
value as a product marketer.Highlight why internal positioning is so important.The evolution of
product marketingIt’s always a good idea to start at the beginning, but when it comes to product
marketing, no one is exactly sure where the beginning is. How it has evolved over the years and
gotten to where it is today is up for debate.That said, product marketing has actually been
around for twenty or more years, with global giants like Apple, Canon, and Microsoft realizing the
role’s value earlier than most—although in its early days, it was commonly called technical
marketing. In simple terms, the technical marketing of old was any method of marketing that
focused on the key features and specifications of a product. The intention was to attract
customers who already had a basic technical appreciation for the product.Back then, these
products were usually different types of enterprise hardware, such as servers. Product
marketers had to know how to explain the benefits of buying a piece of hardware and having it
physically located within the customer’s organization. But that wasn’t traditional marketing.
Traditional marketing was email, TV, radio, print ads, and so on.In short, product marketers had
to have a technical understanding of the product and how to sell it—so the role’s been around a
long time; it was just called something different previously.Yoni Solomon is a leading voice in the
product marketing sphere. Formerly the Director of Product Marketing at G2, he’s since made
the move into the illustrious C-suite (which we’re gradually starting to see more and more of,
further demonstrating the prowess of the PMM function). Now the Chief Marketing Officer at
Uptime.com, Yoni spoke to us about the evolution of product marketing. He said:As with
everything in life, product marketing has had to evolve with the times and state of technology. It
was a different world in the 1990s when go-to-market was being defined for software and
technology companies.Back then, the average software release frequency was approximately



three months. Today, the average release cycle is just three weeks. Platform updates can now
happen in just minutes, or seconds. Even AI is now writing its own code.We’ve gotten better at
building software—faster. And in doing so, product marketing had to evolve to keep up. In doing
so, it’s become a company’s most-informed, fastest-moving, and most cross-functional team—
which is needed if it’s going to align product management, marketing, and sales teams to go-to-
market with new capabilities.
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Josefine (aka FineReads), “Great Intro to PMM for new Product Marketers and companies.
Great summary of what Product Marketing is in its totality. Helpful tips on how to explain what
Product Marketers do and how to "sell" the role of a Product Marketer to the company, including
great resources that can be customized. Loved the reminders on how to set yourself up for
success when starting at a new company. Easy, understandable, and relatable (at least for
someone who has been in PMM for some time).Now we need a deep dive to learn more about
all the aspects of Product Marketing.”

nettie reynolds, “No matter what stage of your Product Marketing Manager experience you're at -
you need this book!. This is a much-needed book for helping product marketing managers know
their value and helping them bring the best of that value to the companies they work for. It has
superb actionable insight that every PMM can understand and use in their roles day-to-day. I
highly recommend it!”

Beth Hobson, “Great buy. As a recent marketing graduate, I got this book and it gave great
insight! I highly recommend ”

Alex Santoro, “Definitely recommend!. As an experienced PMM, I definitely related to a lot of the
frustrations of not being valued. Or well, I should probably say "not valued like you
should".Although it started quite generic, which makes sense for those who are not that familiar
with product marketing, I really enjoyed how it went into more and more depth, giving actionable
tips that you can use straight away!My favorite chapter is the one that takes a look at facing
resistance in your organization.Definitely recommend.”

Elliott Rayner, “The ultimate playbook for product marketing. Product Marketing is a complex and
constantly evolving subject. This book brings clarity to one of the most misunderstood roles in an
organisation. Amazing insights not just for PMMs, but also for anyone in an organisation who
wants to improve their relationship with product marketing.”

Tom Mangan, “Get's to the heart of the role. Such a great strategic framework for getting heard in
your organization. Goes beyond the normal tips by outlining key points with stories and
examples.Highly recommended for all marketers looking to better understand product
marketing!”

Rad, “if you wan to understand pm then its.... must-read!”

The book by Richard King has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 25 people have provided feedback.
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